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HOW REACH VILLA CAROLINA
Below you can find a simple guide to reach Villa Carolina.
The check-in is from 15.00 to 17.00 and from the port it will take about 35 minutes to reach the Villa. We kindly ask you to advice us in advance
for any delay at the number indicated above.

HOW TO REACH THE VILLA STEP BY STEP
Step 1. From the Port to Capri city center (about 15/20 min)

Once you land at the port of Capri (Marina Grande), you have to reach Capri city center and the famous “Piazzetta” (Capri main square). You
can choose between funicolare (cable railway), taxi or bus. We suggest you to take the funiculare or the taxi. The cost of the funiculare ticket is
 about 2.00. Tickets can be purchased at the port of Naples or in Capri at the ticket office located at the end of the arrival pier, on the right.
The ride is approximately 4 minutes. Alternatively, the price of a taxi ride from the port to Capri city center is around  20.00. The taxi ride is
about 10 minutes.

Step 2. From Capri city center to the Villa (about 15/18 min walking)

Once arrived in Capri city center and reached the famous Piazzetta, go to Via Longano. The street is located in the Piazzetta main square
between Tod’s and La Parisienne stores. Follow the road - which will become Via Sopramonte - for about 10 minutes. When you reach a large
crossroads (just before Dodeca supermarket), take the uphill on the left called Via Tiberio and go straight on for about fifty meters (165 feet).
On the left you will see Via Cesina. Take this road and continue almost to the end of the street, up to the number 26. On the right you will find
the entrance of Villa Carolina.
Nicolina, our housekeeper, will be there to welcome you!

SERVICE LUGGAGES
Capri Island is mostly pedestrian. Therefore the Villa is reachable only by foot. We suggest you to take advantage of the service luggages that
you can find at the harbor when you get off from the hydrofoil/ferry or in Capri city center near the famous “Piazzetta”. We strongly recommend
you to use this service so you can enjoy the beautiful walk to the Villa without luggages.

WHERE CAN I FIND THE LUGGAGE SERVICE?
- At the Port: on the pier as soon as you jump off the hydrofoil / ferry
- In Capri city center (near the famous Piazzetta): next to the main bus / taxi stop, more precisely in Piazza Martiri d’Ungheria 18

LUGGAGE SERVICE PRICE
Option 1) From Capri city center to the Villa: in that case the service is included in the price of the stay (max one suitcase per guest).
Extra suitcases:  10.00 per suitcase (to be paid directly at the Villa)
Option 2) From the Port to the Villa:  5.00 per suitcase (to be paid directly to the porters of the harbor) +  10.00 in case of extra suitcase
(to be paid directly at the Villa)

Follow us on IG and FB villa_carolina_capri
#enjoyvillacarolina

1) Via Longano

2) Via Soprammonte

3) Via Tiberio

4) Via Cesina

From the Piazzetta, take Via Longano, the
road between Tod’s and La Parisienne
shops.

Once arrived to the crossroad take Via
Tiberio, the uphill that you will find on the
left (just before the “Dodeca” supermarket)
and follow it for about fifty meters (165 feet)
until “Via Cesina” (on the left).

Going straight on Via Longano, the road becomes Via Sopramonte. Follow this road for about 10
minutes until a crossroad.

Take Via Cesina, and follow the road almost
to the end.

www.villacarolinacapri.it

5) Entrance of Villa Carolina

Almost at the end of Via Cesina, at number
26, you will find on the right the entrance
to the villa. Welcome!!

